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Abstract: Resilience is a particularly important quality for supply chains in this turbulent environ-
ment. Resilience in the supply chain is the ability to retain, resume, and recover operations after an
intense destructive incident. One of the strategic solutions for managing supply chain disruptions is
to establish collaboration and strategic alliances in order to achieve competitive advantage. Therefore,
given the increasing publication of articles in areas of strategic alliances and supply chain resilience,
it is a good opportunity to review these articles, identify gaps in the current literature, demonstrate
links between the two areas, and provide suggestions for future research. For these purposes, a
bibliometric analysis has been performed on literature available on the Web of Science database.
The distribution of articles based on year and country, influential journals, research areas, authors,
affiliations, keywords, citations, and reference co-citation analysis are discussed. Results indicate
that studies about strategic alliances, meant to increase resilience, are growing in areas such as
“Management”, “Operations research”, “Management science”, and “Business”. Furthermore, the
sources could be categorized into five clusters; namely “From knowledge concept to value creation”,
“Internal and external relationships”, “Logistics and supply chain performance”, “Intellectual capital
and strategic management”, and “Critical success factors and alliances”. This article can be useful
for both practitioners and academics who explore the topic of strategic alliances and resilience in
the supply chain, and also offers managers the opportunity to overcome supply chain disruptions
and negative consequences of risks by becoming familiar with the key concepts of resilience. The
persistence of businesses and supply chains is guaranteed through communicating with partners
and even competitors in the light of alliance according to the findings of this research. Managers can
pay attention to the integration of the supply chain to improve resilience and increase collaboration
between suppliers and customers. Given the research results, strategic alliances can be noted in
expanding organizational entrepreneurship and shaping strategic collaboration networks in light of
strategic alliances.

Keywords: strategic alliance; supply chain resilience; resilient supply chain; bibliometric analysis

1. Introduction

In recent years, the number of studies in the field of supply chain resilience has
increased. Both managers and scholars are more concerned about the impact of widespread
disruptions in the supply chain and pay attention to controlling the factors that affect
the supply chain [1]. These disruptions are irreparable and usually occur due to natural
disasters, fires, terrorist activities, or environmental changes [2]. Therefore, it is necessary
to decrease the impact of supply chain disruptions through resilient actions [3]. Indeed,
resilience in a supply chain can be defined as a company’s ability to resist disruption,
recover to the original state, and even move toward a more favorable situation after
experiencing disruption. Resilience reveals the extent to which a supply chain is able to
withstand disruptions while maintaining function [4].
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Resilience seeks to expand the supply chain’s capacity to respond quickly to a change
in demand [5]. The occurrence of events that cause disruption to the supply chain, even if
these events take place far away, can create disruptions on a large scale. These disruptions
can ripple through the supply chain and lead to many negative effects. If the supply
chain’s activities cannot manage disruptions well, it will be faced will potentially negative
consequences, which in turn increases the risk of continued forecast of the business [6] and
leads financial losses that cannot be compensated. Pandemics, economic recession, and
more remind us that we live in a constantly changing and unpredictable world [7] and
there is no way to eliminate the risks of and disruptions to the supply chains. To reduce
the risk, supply chains must be multi-faceted and designed in a way that prepares them for
any course of events, so that they are able to return to the original or even an improved
stage after a disruption in addition to providing an effective and efficient response; this is
what supply chain resilience means [8]. Overall, supply chains are vulnerable to disruption
and a reduced cost, high qualities, a reduced lead time, and a higher level of service
are not the only factors that determine their competitiveness. The ability to overcome
various disruptions that could put the supply chain at risk is among important factors that
determine supply chain competitiveness; therefore, supply chains must be resilient [9].

There are several factors in the supply chain that can increase resilience [10,11]. The
concept of resilience in supply chain is still new, and there is a notable gap between
expectations of scholars and experiences [12]. While resilience can be derived from a
wide range of supply chain functions, strategies of collaboration, agility, flexibility, and
redundancy are recognized as the most important capabilities to improve a company’s
response to supply chain resilience [13,14]. Shekarian and Mellat Parast [15] revealed
that collaboration is the most important factor for managing control risk; a low level of
collaboration and minimal flexibility have a great impact on supply chain resilience [16].
In addition, Wieland and Wallenburg [17] indicate that “communicative and cooperative
relationships have a positive effect on resilience”.

Yet, when faced with an uncertain environment, many companies choose alliances as a
way of collaboration to reduce disruptions [18]. Alliances can increase the use of resources,
learning, and development of corporate activities. Additionally, the communication net-
work created by the alliance can moderate the unpredictability of the environment, increase
predictability and flexibility, and provide adaptation to environmental changes [19]. Collab-
oration through alliances leads to sharing of information, equipment, and strategic plans
and enables supply chain members to gain resilience [20].

Some articles have discussed how collaboration can influence supply chain resilience [4,
10,15], but no articles were found that reviewed the literature connecting strategic alliances
and supply chain resilience. Therefore, it seemed necessary to conduct a comprehensive
study to review and categorize all articles in this field using bibliometric analysis. This
paper aims to concentrate on the subject of resilience and strategic alliances in supply chain.
Thus, the following questions will be addressed in this research:

• What are the trends of research on Supply Chain Resilience and Strategic Alliances?
• What are the research gaps and how can scholars contribute to the field in future?

After the introduction, we review the literature. Then we have the methodology and
bibliometric analysis section. After that, the discussion section concludes the findings
paper. Practical implications will be the next section. Then, we have several suggestions
for further research and, finally, we conclude the article.

2. Methodology

This study uses tools of bibliometric analysis to investigate publications in the field of
supply chain resilience and strategic alliances. Bibliometric analysis is a research method
that summarizes scholarly publications in quantitative terms, such as keyword analysis
and frequency of article citations, to estimate the performance of authors, journals, and
research institutions [21].
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The literature has been collected from the Web of Science (WoS) database to ensure
selection of a wide range of articles with the highest level of validity and reliability. Aca-
demic institutions and researchers use the WoS more than other databases for bibliometric
analysis [22]. The WoS is one of the most significant scientific databases of research articles;
it includes more than 12,000 assertive and brilliant academic journals from the SSCI and
SCIE. Many academics and practitioners apply literature review based on this important
database [23], and the WoS has widely been applied in a substantial amount of academic
research. It not only is used as a research tool across different scientific areas but also as a
dataset for large-scale data-intensive research [24]. Therefore, in this study, the WoS was
selected as the scientific database in this study. Of course, there are other databases which
can be considered as further studies in future academic research. The search indicators
were specified as explained below:

• To study the evolution of the literature more extensively, the “all years” timespan was
chosen. There are no limitations regarding to time span of searched publications; for
that, we consider all relevant papers and provide a comprehensive exploring of the
research in a wide time span, including all years of publications indexed in the WoS.

• All the English articles published on the WoS are included.
• After the literature scope was determined, eight leading experts and university pro-

fessors in supply chain management have been invited to the Delphi panel and were
consulted for identifying the keywords, as one of the main important steps in biblio-
metric studies is selecting the research keywords.

The keywords were categorized in the three following groups based on expert opinion
and review of the literature:

1. Supply chain,
2. Alliances,
3. Words relevant to resilience, including resilience, flexibility, agility, redundancy, col-

laboration, inventory, integration, capacity, and financial strength.

For example: TS = (supply chain and alliance and flexible*)

• After excluding redundant publications and irrelevant sources such as commentaries,
book reviews, book chapters, and early access or proceeding papers, 518 publications
related to supply chain resilience and strategic alliances were finally selected.

The articles’ full-texts were studied; all of them presented an appropriate overview of
the field of resilience and alliance in supply chains. Therefore, the analysis of the collected
data began by using the Bibliometrix package accessible in R programming language. The
R software provides many packages related to bibliometrics. Bibliometrix is one of them,
which is an open-source tool mostly used for quantitative research in scientometrics tools.
It is necessary to say that it includes all important bibliometric methods of related analysis.
Bibliometrix is a singular tool, which has been developed for graphic R language and
the statistical computing based on logical bibliometric workflow. R is also a functional
programming language and an object-oriented one, so creating new functions is easy to do
with it. Figure 1 shows the flow diagram of the methodology to obtain the data.
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Figure 1. Research structure processes and flow diagram.

3. Literature Review and Background
3.1. Supply Chain Resilience

Supply chain includes a collective of people, processes, resources, and information
that are responsible for turning raw material into products and delivering them to the
customers. A supply chain generally consists of several stages that include customers,
retailers, wholesalers, producers and suppliers of raw materials and machinery [25]. Every
stage of a supply chain is connected to others through the flow of goods, information, and
money; this exchange usually flows both ways [26].

Today’s competitive market involves a high level of adaptability and uncertainty,
which makes the supply chain even more vulnerable and leads to greater risks. At the
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same time, the issues of globalization, short life spans for products, and greater demand
from customers have had undesired effects on the supply chain. In recent years, due to
various events that have taken place, the topic of supply chain vulnerability and disruption
has received immense attention. The managers of different organizations have reached the
important conclusion to manage supply chains in such a way that they are responsive to
change [27].

The first step to explaining resilience in the context of supply chain was taken by Rice
and Caniato [28]: the ability to react to an unexpected disruption, such as a terrorist attack
or a natural disaster, and return to the natural order. Nest, Christopher and Peck [29] and
Sheffi and Rice [30] offered brief conceptions on the notion of supply chain resilience. Theo-
retically, perhaps the broadest definition of supply chain resilience is from Ponomarov and
Holcomb [8]. They defined supply chain resilience as “The supply chain’s adaptability to
prepare for unexpected events, respond to disruptions, improve by maintaining operations
on the desired communications level, and exert control on the structure and the operation”.
Grotsch et al. [31] suggested that supply chain risk management pursues the specific pur-
pose of creating and maintaining a resilient supply chain. Accordingly, some studies show
that supply chain resilience can create a sustainable competitive advantage and a more
resilient supply chain by maintaining adaptability and expanding the required capacities.

Ja’farnejad and colleagues [32] started a study titled supply chain resilience in the
medical equipment industry. The goal of this study was to find the key factors influencing
the resilience and flexibility of the medical equipment supply chain, which plays a critical
role in the functioning of the health system on a national level, and eventually examine
and analyze the dynamic relations of these factors, use the Delphi method to identify the
key factors in supply chain resilience, and analyze the relations between these factors using
the dynamic system method.

Rajesh and Ravi [33] used the grey methodology to create a model for choosing
a supplier and developing supply chain resilience. They selected an electronic supply
chain with six alternative suppliers as a case study and, by calculating the grey possibility
values for supplier selection, prioritized them. The qualities they took into consideration
for a resilient supply included quality, cost, flexibility, speed, transparency, vulnerability,
collaboration, risk awareness, persistency, technology, research and development, security,
and environmental concerns.

Ambulkar et al. [34] studied how reconfiguration of resources and risk management
infrastructure can affect the relations between different types of disruptions and companies’
resilience. In this regard, they found that reconfiguration of resources plays a critical role
when it comes to high-impact disruptions. Nonetheless, risk management infrastructure is
also a key factor in responding to low-impact disruptions.

3.2. Strategic Alliance

With increasing uncertainty in the global atmosphere, companies have turned to
strategic alliances to maintain their competitive advantages [35]. Strategic alliances have
become an important part of the companies’ global strategies and are used by commerce
managers to achieve different strategic goals. Strategic alliances are voluntary agreements
between companies that include the exchange, sharing, or shared development of products,
technologies, or services. These alliances can have different types and occur on vertical or
horizontal lines [36].

Businesses no longer act as independent entities due to their competitive nature; they
compete by joining the supply chain alliance. Therefore, suppliers, producers, logistics
companies, and retailers always form stronger horizontal or vertical alliances for competing
in the supply chain. Immunization of technologies and critical knowledge, expansion of
entries and shares in the market, and spreading out of costs and risks are the three main
advantages to creating alliances in supply chains. An alliance is a flexible tool for learning,
a method to transfer knowledge effectively among partners and join resources, and a way
to realize technological potentials and other complex capacities [19].
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When facing an uncertain environment, many companies seek alliances as a strategy to
reduce their risk with the main stakeholders [18]. The alliance configuration capacity allows
a company to choose its network of inter-organizational partnerships for confrontation with
changing environmental conditions [37]. This capacity includes skills such as identification
of valuable alliance opportunities, alliance design, alliance coordination, and alliance
learning integration [38]. This ability allows the company to explore new markets with
its new partners [39], shape the environment in response to changing customer needs by
offering new products through strategic alliances, and stabilize the environment by using
the alliance and creating a competitive advantage [40].

Although many alliance studies place emphasis on learning and relationship capital
in creating competitive advantages, there is limited focus on the process of transferring
resources and abilities, as well as integration [41]. Alliances can maximize the use of
resources, learning, and development of companies’ activities. Alliances are dependent on
investments and relational structures that facilitate joint learning and provide advantages
for cooperation and interaction. Factors determining success of alliances have a close con-
nection with the network’s capacity and a high level of trust among partners. Alliances can
increase the chance for partners to enter novel technology fields, while the communication
network created as the result of an alliance can also balance the unpredictability of the
environment, increase the predictability and flexibility, and facilitate greater adaptability
with the changing environment. Alliances can strengthen coordination and integration
of inside and outside company processes and positively increase the value of partner
companies [42].

3.3. Strategic Alliance and Collaboration Influence over Supply Chain Resilience

Collaboration means working together on a joint project. Since the resilient supply
chain is a network, supply chain members must arrange all their forces to deal with a
disruption when it appears. Thus, collaboration reduces mistrust and prepares the unit to
deal with events. In addition, collaboration has been introduced as a glue that sticks the
supply chain members together at times of disaster.

Collaboration prevents the opportunist behaviors of certain members that negatively
affect the response capacity of the whole system. Coordination of decision-making is
among the important factors in collaborating; eventually, collaboration is essential in terms
of sharing the gained experiences among members after overcoming a crisis to better
prepare for confronting future crises.

Supply chains need advanced abilities to oversee, report on, adjust, explore, and
analyze all the events that have taken place. To be able to manage such events, there is
a need to collaborate with partners and suppliers of goods and services. In the current
competitive climate, all companies face numerous challenges, including supply chain
disruptions, short lifespan of products, and natural and synthetic disasters. Yet, companies
cannot respond alone to such challenges. They need to collaborate with their supply
chain partners and beneficiaries to be more prepared to face such challenges. Entering
the alliance and collaborating with the supply chain partners can help strengthen supply
chain resilience. A main component of this collaboration is the sharing of information
and data. Supply chains must become more resilient. Increased vision within the supply
chain has become an important strategy for all companies. Observation in events related to
supply chain partners, as well as the ability to respond and adjust, are among the features
that shape a resilient supply chain. Long-term joint partnerships are considered to reduce
such risks; therefore, companies need to focus on improving their cooperation, speed
of interactions, and integrating the process with their supply chain partners. To create
resilience, the business processes of all partners must be deeply intertwined. Information
must flow among supply chain members smoothly and quickly. Communication is the
main point since plans change, orders change, and the quality of information, production,
inventories, and transportation directly affects the supply chain and must be discussed
among partners.
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With the growth of supply chains across international borders, the requirement for
supply chain members to abide by different laws in several countries. Trustworthy supply
of materials is essential in all supply chains. In a resilient supply chain, suppliers must
demonstrate the same characteristics presented by the central company. Supply chain
members must be as predictable in abnormal times as they are in normal times. Many
scholars have studied supply chain collaboration and its advantages since the 2000s [43,44].
Companies that collaborate can improve their business performance, boost their customer
satisfaction, increase the market share, and gain more income while strengthening their
positive relationship with supply chain partners. Collaboration can lead to development of
implicit and explicit knowledge [45] to support the competitive advantage and stability
of the supply chain. Banomyong [46] examined that collaboration between beneficiaries
and alliance making can help build resilience in supply chains. He explored innovative
ways like collective transportation, sharing profits, and stock economics to improve supply
chain performance and strengthen supply chain resilience, and showed that sharing data
plays an important role in supporting a close partnership between the beneficiaries.

4. Bibliometric Analysis

In this study, the bibliometric analysis is categorized into eight parts: (1) Year and
Countries, (2) Types of journals, (3) Research areas, (4) Authors, (5) Affiliations, (6) Key-
words, (7) Citations and (8) Reference co-citation.

Table 1 classifies the information extracted from the WoS with 518 documents between
1995 and 2021 (August 2021). These documents were published in 227 different sources. The
keywords mentioned in the publications were about three times the number of publications,
a total of 1127. A total of 1272 authors were identified, 46 of whom worked alone, while
1226 wrote their articles in collaboration with others.

Table 1. Main Information about the collection.

Description Results

Timespan 1995–2021
Sources (Journals, Books, etc.) 227

Documents 518
Average years from publication 7.12

Average citations per documents 35.63
Average citations per year per doc 3.637

References 2314
article 453

Article; book chapter 20
Article; proceedings paper 6

Review 31
Keywords Plus (ID) 1127

Author’s Keywords (DE) 1694
Authors 1272

Author Appearances 1471
Authors of single-authored documents 46
Authors of multi-authored documents 1226

Single-authored documents 46
Documents per Author 0.407
Authors per Document 2.46

Co-Authors per Documents 2.84
Collaboration Index 2.6

4.1. Distribution of Articles Based on Year and Country

The number of publications at different times is used in this study to indicate the
trend in research. Although the concept of resilience was first introduced in the 1970s [22],
literature on strategic alliances in the supply chain regarding resilience was not published
until 1995. The number of articles before 2005 was very limited; publications have increased
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significantly since 2016. According to Figure 2, the results show a rapid growth in the
rate of publications in recent years. Articles are classified based on the corresponding
author’s country, and as reported in Table 2, China, the United States (US), and the United
Kingdom have the highest number of scientific productions and citations in this field. The
US has a collaboration network with countries such as Australia, Brazil, Iran, Korea, and
Switzerland. The United Kingdom also collaborates with Italy, Germany, Poland, Austria
and Ireland to publish articles.

Figure 2. Distribution of articles published over time.

Table 2. Most publications and most total citations in different countries.

Number of Publication Country Number of Total Citations

China 396 USA 8303
USA 393 China 2660
UK 172 United Kingdom 1657

Netherlands 55 Australia 1139
Spain 53 Spain 729

Australia 52 India 434
Italy 48 Netherlands 337

Germany 43 Canada 298
India 47 Ireland 301

Canada 34 Korea 293
France 30 Germany 269

South Korea 29 Italy 294
Finland 27 Poland 157
Brazil 21 South Africa 144
Iran 21 Malaysia 127

New Zealand 17 France 126
South Africa 17 Finland 110

Belgium 16 Switzerland 96
Malaysia 15 Belgium 76
Ireland 14 Chile 68
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4.2. Publications by Journal

In order to evaluate the influence and impact of different journals in this field, the
number of publications of each journal was calculated. As Table 3 shows, the top four
journals cover the highest number of articles. The 518 articles reviewed in this study have
been published in 227 different international scientific journals in the field of operation
management. Of those, 232 articles were published in 20 journals, which can be seen in
Table 3. The analysis demonstrates that the highest number of articles has been published
in the “International Journal of Production Economics”, the “International Journal of Production
Research”, “Supply chain Management—an International Journal”, “Sustainability”, and “Journal
of Operations Management”. Figure 3 shows the increasing number of articles published in
these five journals by year.

Table 3. Distribution of publications in top 20 journals.

Sources Articles

International Journal of Production Economics 28
International Journal of Production Research 24

Supply Chain Management-An International Journal 23
Sustainability 20

Journal of Operations Management 15
International Journal of Logistics Management 14

International Journal of Operations\& Production Management 13
Industrial Marketing Management 12

European Journal of Operational Research 10
Journal of Cleaner Production 12

Production and Operations Management 8
Industrial Management\& Data Systems 7

Journal of Purchasing and Supply Management 7
Decision Sciences 6

International Journal of Physical Distribution & Logistics Management 6
Production Planning\& Control 6

Computers\& Industrial Engineering 6
Journal of Business\& Industrial Marketing 5

Management Science 5
Technovation 5

Figure 3. Source growth.
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4.3. Research Areas

The analysis of research areas and subject co-occurrence helps to explore disciplines
that play a part in the expansion of a certain knowledge area [47]. Figure 4 shows the
network of research areas based on the field of study. The analysis demonstrates that the
518 articles can be divided into 72 categories. As shown in Figure 4, the top-5 categories are
“Management”, “Operations Research & Management Science”, “Business”, “Industrial
Engineering”, and “Manufacturing Engineering”. These results demonstrate that this field
of research is an interdisciplinary subject. Research is interested in the perspective of
“business”, “economics” “operations research and management science”, “engineering”,
and “computer science” to study alliances and resilience. The field can also be studied
from other perspectives, including “environmental sciences”, “green sustainable science
technology”, and “transportation”.

Figure 4. Subject category with more than 10 articles.

4.4. Influence of Authors

According to data analysis, there are 1272 scholars in this field, 1124 (88%) of whom
published only one article. The results reveal that Baofeng Huo and Zach G. Zacharia are
the most productive researchers in this field since each has published seven and five papers,
respectively. Table 4 demonstrates the most contributing authors in this area, with the
number of their publications and the top-20 influential scholars identified by their citations.
The results show that Robert B. Handfield is the most influential author regarding citation
numbers; he has made a significant contribution to the improvement of this field, and is
also the only scholar whose citations count over 1000, which shows that his publications
are very important and have a great influence on other researchers.
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Table 4. Major authors in this field.

Author H-Index G-Index M-Index Total Citation Number of Publication Publication Years

Huo, B. 4 6 0.667 78 7 From 2016 to 2021
Zacharia, Z.G. 5 5 0.227 515 5 From 2000 to 2021

Barnes, D. 4 4 0.308 198 4 From 2009 to 2021
Cheng, T.C.E. 4 4 0.267 702 4 From 2007 to 2021

Handfield, R.B. 4 4 0.167 1731 4 From 1998 to 2021
Iyer, K.N.S. 4 4 0.500 39 4 From 2014 to 2021

Wang, J. 3 4 0.429 47 4 From 2015 to 2021
Wang, X. 3 4 0.750 66 4 From 2018 to 2021
Wang, Y. 2 4 0.167 69 4 From 2010 to 2021
Zhang, Y. 2 4 0.125 39 4 From 2006 to 2021

Bruccoleri, M. 3 3 0.375 36 3 From 2014 to 2021
Childerhouse, P. 3 3 0.500 36 3 From 2016 to 2021

Choi, T.Y. 3 3 0.214 618 3 From 2008 to 2021
Deshmukh, S.G. 3 3 0.231 166 3 From 2009 to 2021

Fawcett, S.E. 3 3 0.300 193 3 From 2012 to 2021
Huang, G.Q. 3 3 0.273 80 3 From 2011 to 2021

Jean, R.B. 3 3 0.250 203 3 From 2010 to 2021
Lai, K.H. 3 3 0.200 664 3 From 2007 to 2021
Liu, C. 3 3 0.500 70 3 From 2016 to 2021
Liu, W. 2 3 0.333 29 3 From 2016 to 2021

Furthermore, the collaboration between different scholars shows a network of effective
research groups in the field. Co-author analysis is known as a way to determine patterns of
collaboration in a field and the network of researchers and relationships among them [48].
The collaboration network analysis shows that there is a significant amount of co-authorship
in this field. As Figure 5 shows that the most significant collaborations are between Huang,
Gu, and Chen; between Huo, Wang, and Childerhouse; and between Liu, Si, and Xie.

Figure 5. Co-author analysis.

4.5. Affiliation Analysis

Table 5 illustrates the top-20 organizations ranked by the number of publications. The
results show that articles have been published around the world, from Hong Kong to United
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States or Taiwan and so on. The most influential organization with 20 publications was The
Hong Kong Polytechnic University. The other four organizations that comprised the top-5
are the Arizona State University (17), The University of Manchester (15), National Taiwan
University of Science and Technology (13) and South China University of Technology (13).

Table 5. Top 20 institution regarding to the number of publications.

Institution The Number of Publication Country

The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 20 Hong Kong
Arizona State University 17 United States

The University of Manchester 15 United Kingdom
National Taiwan University of Science

and Technology 13 Taiwan

South China University of Technology 13 China
Michigan State University 12 United States

Tsinghua University 10 China
Zhejiang University 11 China
Tianjin University 10 China

Tsinghua University 10 China
University of Tennessee 10 United States

Monash University 9 Australia
National Taiwan University 9 Taiwan

The University of Hong Kong 9 Hong Kong
University of Warwick 9 United Kingdom

Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam 9 Netherlands
Aalto University 8 Finland

Coventry University 8 United Kingdom
Florida State University 8 United States
Georgia State University 8 United States

4.6. Keywords Analysis

Analysis of the 518 publications concludes with 1127 keywords. Figure 6 summa-
rizes the major keywords and the top-5 as reported in Table 6 are performance, alliance,
management, strategic alliance, and integration.

Figure 6. The major keywords.
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Table 6. Top ten keywords.

Keywords 1996–2000 2001–2005 2006–2010 2011–2015 2016–2021 Total

Performance 0 2 28 46 68 144
Alliances 4 6 39 23 46 118

Management 2 4 27 32 48 113
Strategic alliances 1 1 15 25 40 82

Impact 1 1 11 21 47 81
Integration 4 3 23 25 35 80

Trust 3 3 22 17 22 67
Collaboration 0 3 14 11 36 66

Model 0 2 10 12 35 59
Supply chain 1 1 8 6 33 49

Figure 7 shows the change in research topics throughout time. In the late 20th century,
for example, “alliance” and “integration” were the most popular keywords in this field of
study. Between 2006 and 2016, however, the increasing use of keywords of “performance”,
“management” and “strategic alliance” signals a higher interest in these topics, and from
2012 onward, research about “collaboration” has become more popular.

Figure 7. Annual keywords growth in research topic.

4.7. Citations Analysis

Citation analysis focuses on the popularity of a study based on the number of citations
it receives [49,50]. Citations on both a local and a global scale are measures for citation
analysis. Local citations refer to citing of an article in this collection by other papers in this
518-member group, while global citations include the total number of citations from all
scientific literature.
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Table 7 shows the top-10 articles regarding local and global citations. The article with
the highest number of local citations from Petersen et al. (2005) [51], published in the
“Journal of Operations Management”; Handfield, who was the most influential author with
the highest number of total citations, is a main author of this article.

Table 7. Top 10 publications regarding to local citations.

Author (Year) Local Citation Global Citation

Petersen et al. (2005) [51] 16 627
Krause et al. (2007) [52] 26 606
Paulraj et al. (2008) [53] 22 548
Nyaga et al. (2010) [54] 21 468
Villena et al. (2011) [55] 17 450

Monczka et al. (1998) [56] 15 404
Li and Lin (2006) [57] 16 377

Gunasekaran et al. (2008) [58] 13 373
Ireland and Webb (2007) [59] 20 322

Power (2005) [60] 18 295

Citation analysis uses citation frequencies to determine the popularity of a research
paper [61,62]. Brin and Page [63] declare that “PageRank is a scientific and popular ranking
algorithm to measure both the popularity and prestige of a certain node in a cited network.
It was first presented for application on the Google search engine to recommend higher
quality web pages to consumers”. As Table 8 shows, the top-4 articles based on PageRank
are Krause et al. (2007), Villena et al. (2011), Paulraj et al. (2008), and Lawson et al. (2008);
these results are consistent with both local and global citations (see Table 7).

Table 8. Top 10 articles regarding to PageRank analysis.

Author (Year) Page Rank

Krause et al. (2007) [52] 0.00748428
Villena et al. (2011) [55] 0.005182867
Paulraj et al. (2008) [53] 0.005166436
Lawson et al. (2008) [64] 0.005047595
Nyaga et al. (2010) [54] 0.004826402

Ireland and Webb (2007) [59] 0.004772597
Petersen et al. (2005) [51] 0.004402508
Cheng et al. (2008) [65] 0.002389084

Koufteros et al. (2007) [66] 0.001368145
Boddy et al. (2000) [67] 0.000981456

4.8. Reference Co-Citation Analysis

Reference co-citation analysis includes a collection of edges and references that point to
the number of reference co-occurrence in the set of papers [68]. Put otherwise, reference co-
citation refers to a situation when two articles are cited together by another publication [68].
Reference co-citation analysis demonstrates the growth and evolution of a certain subject
area [69]. It is also useful for academics who study a subject area in order to find new
opportunities for research [70]. There are five clusters of literature detected by reference
co-citation analysis.

Table 9 shows that 259 references out of 22,154 were co-cited more than 10 times in
the published research. The article by Dyer and Singh (1998) is the biggest node, which
points to being most frequently co-cited in this area of study. This paper was published in
Academy of Management Review Science and made a significant contribution to development
of research in the field. The article was considered one of the most popular in the field of
“cooperative strategy and sources of inter-organizational competitive advantage” based on
its local citations and PageRank score.
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Table 9. Leading co-cited references of each cluster.

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5

Grant (1996) [71] Vachon and Klassen (2008) [72] Ragatz et al. (2002) [73] Adler (2002) [74] Anderson and Narus (1990) [75]
Kogut et al. (1992) [76] Fornell and Larcker (1981) [77] Carr (1999) [78] Autry et al. (2008) [79] Das and Teng (2001) [35]

Tranfield et al. (2003) [80] Jap (1999) [81] Dyer (1996) [82] Benton and Maloni (2005) [83] Mamédio et al. (2019) [19]
Lavie (2007) [84] Nyaga et al. (2010) [54] Christopher (1992) [85] Burt and Celotto (1992) [86] Ganesan (1994) [87]

Dyer and Singh (1998) [88] Paulraj et al. (2008) [53] Frohlich and Westbrook (2001) [89] Carey et al. (2011) [90] Kumar et al. (1995) [91]
Hamel (1989) [92] Podsakoff et al. (2003) [93] Lee et al. (1997) [94] Coleman (1988) [95] Lusch and Brown (1996) [96]
Lavie (2006) [97] Sarkar et al. (2001) [98] Mentzer et al. (2001) [99] Cousins and Menguc (2006) [100] Mayer et al. (1995) [101]
Teece (1986) [102] Wittmann et al. (2009) [103] Womack et al. (1990) [104] Inkpen (2005) [105] Miles and Huberman (1994) [106]

Eisenhardt and Schoonhoven (1996) [107] Armstrong (1977) [108] Kotabe et al. (2003) [109] Kale et al. (2000) [110] Morgan and Hunt (1994) [111]
Gulati et al. (2000) [112] Nunnally and Bernstein (1994) [113] Clark (1989) [114] Krause et al. (2007) [55] Zaheer et al. (1998) [115]
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The 259 references can be clustered into 5 groups, where the top-10 co-cited references
in each cluster could be used to distinguish different research focuses, as shown in Table 9.
Based on the content analysis of the articles, each cluster is categorized as follows:

• Cluster 1: From knowledge concept to value creation;
• Cluster 2: Internal and external relationships;
• Cluster 3: Logistics and supply chain performance;
• Cluster 4: Intellectual capital and strategic management;
• Cluster 5: Critical success factors and alliances.

5. Discussion

Analysis of available content in strategic alliances shows that nowadays, most busi-
nesses no longer act as independent institutions due to competitiveness, but compete
through creation of alliances in the supply chain. Conversely, the level of resilience and
the supply chain’s capacity to overcome incidents and disruptions is unpredictable and its
goal is to prevent the supply chain from moving towards undesirable conditions.

The results of the analysis of year-to-year trends in a number of articles show that
although article numbers have been fluctuating, they experience an overall upward trend.
Supply chains play an important role in the economic and social development of countries
nowadays; in today’s business world, they must be able to react appropriately when facing
with unexpected turbulence and increase their resilience. Besides, strategic alliances have
received increasing attention from scholars as an innovative way to improve companies’
competitive capacity. Strategic alliances are vital due to competition in a knowledge-based
economy and there are many strategic alliances formed in different industrial sections every
year. Therefore, given the constantly increasing complexities of this world and knowledge
sharing among companies, it appears that an increase in research in this field has not been
unexpected; these two fields have received serious attention from universities and scholars
for several years.

The country analysis puts China in the first place with 396 articles, and the US in
second position with 393. A country citation analysis also puts the US and China in first
and second place, with 8303 and 2660 citations, respectively, which shows the two have
not only been pioneers in article production, but actually produced high-quality articles.
Since strategic alliances are becoming one of the most important organizational forms in
the US and other major economies (Dyer et al., 2008), the US and China seem to be paying
an increasing attention to the topic given their status as the world’s two greatest economies
in terms of GDP.

The Hong Kong Polytechnic University ranks first with 20 articles and the Arizona
State University ranks second with 17 articles published in this field.

The studies were published in 227 journals overall, and the International Journal of
Production Economics ranks first in terms of the high number of published articles. This
Journal is an indexed journal in Elsevier’s Science Direct that publishes credible scientific
articles in fields relevant to engineering and management. The high number of papers
published in this top journal, with a Q1 quality and 5.134 impact factor, points to the
significance of the topic for the journal.

Overall, 1272 authors were identified, among which Huo and Zacharia published
the greatest number of articles. Based on the citation analysis, the article by Petersen
et al. (2005) received the most citations. Handfield is identified as the most influential
scholar with 1731 citations for four articles. According to Table 7, it can be said that the
top-10 articles in terms of citations were published around topics of integrity, coordination,
cooperation, and communication among members of the supply chain, especially between
the buyer and the supplier.

Furthermore, the keyword analysis shows that “performance”, “alliance”, and “man-
agement” have been among the most frequently used keywords. The result is not unex-
pected since these words emphasize the common ground of research in this field and are
considered an important and common topic of discussion in literature.
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Based on a reference co-citation analysis, five cluster groups are offered for 259 refer-
ences that include, “From knowledge concept to value creation”, “Internal and external
relationships”, “Logistics and supply chain performance”, “Intellectual capital and strate-
gic management”, and “Critical success factors and alliances”. Cluster 1 studies have
paid attention to knowledge and value creation with strategic alliances. Grant et al. [71]
expressed that, given the attributes of knowledge, organizations are looking to integrate
knowledge such that they can share their expertise through strategic alliances and use each
other’s professional knowledge to create values. Lavie [84] also emphasizes the role that
trust and knowledge sharing play in creating shared values among partners and claims
that value creation through making of a strategic alliance can improve the organizational
performance. In this cluster, there is also an emphasis on concepts of cooperation and
integrity, which are among the key elements of supply chain resilience.

In the Cluster 2 studies, there is a general focus on the role of internal and external
connections in creating cooperative relations and alliances in the supply chain. Connections
are known as a critical factor in improvement of strategic alliances among organizations.

Companies are usually establishing internal and external connections with their part-
ners in the supply chain to achieve efficiency, flexibility, and a sustainable competitive
advantage [52]. For example, Paulraj et al. [53] concluded that inter-organizational connec-
tions improve buyers’ and suppliers’ performances. Moreover, Nyaga et al. [54] suggested
that cooperative activities such as information sharing, attempt to create shared internal
and external relationships, and shared investments lead to a rise in trust and commitment
levels, which in turn lead to greater satisfaction and improved performance. A high level of
mutual trust-inducing behaviors can lead to increased relative resilience in buyer-supplier
relationships [8]. Yet, information sharing works as an incentive for cooperation and sup-
ply chain resilience, since cooperation only happens when every member can effectively
receive the relevant information [116].

Cluster 3 articles pay attention to the logistics and performance of the supply chain.
This cluster generally talks about improving the performance of the logistics system,
integrating logistics systems with an approach to cut the cost, and designing inter-sectional
cooperation systems based on long-term connection. Strategies suggested in this cluster
of literature have been in line with one or a combination of the concepts of just-in-time
manufacturing, performance boost, the bullwhip effect, cost reduction, service quality, and
logistical alliance; it can be said that focus on these factors will improve resilience in the
supply chain.

Cluster 4 focuses on intellectual capital and strategic supply chain management.
When forming strategic alliances, organizations usually share not only capital resources,
but also managers, workers, products, intellectual capital, and the technical knowledge of
management. Intellectual capital in an organization and organizational characteristics are
among the important motives behind development of stable and resilient companies [29].

Articles in Cluster 5 generally focus on key factors in strategic alliances, including
trust, control, commitment, and risk. For example, trust can be generally said to have
a positive effect on the functioning of strategic alliances, especially since existence of
trust reduces the risk of opportunistic behaviors, eliminates the need for establishment of
systems and control procedures with a high degree of formality and low flexibility, and
hence leads to a reduction in the costs of transactions [117].

Sub-Areas of Supply Chain Resilience

One of the most critical supply chain disruptions in history that has challenged
practitioners and scholars to improve supply chain resilience has been the COVID-19
pandemic [118]. A company that utilizes highly collaborative relationships with its key
suppliers and customers (i.e., relational capital) while administering a well-integrated
business process (i.e., structural capital) and providing its employees with high-level skills
and abilities (i.e., human capital) can increase the resilience of its supply chain, allowing it
to control the negative impact of a major disruption such as the COVID-19 pandemic [119].
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The concept of intellectual capital (IC) in supply chain resilience has seen a growth in
terms of the rate of publications in recent years. Companies with a higher level of IC have
demonstrated significantly better levels of supply chain resilience compared to those with
lower levels of IC [119].

Blockchain technology is the potential solution for augmenting supply chain resilience.
With blockchain technology, shared data of a network are presented in an encrypted format,
creating an extra layer of protection when it comes to data security, which is a potential
benefit of improving resilience against recurring disruptions in the ‘physical’ and ‘digital
world’ [120].

Inter-organizational relationships contribute to supply chain resilience. Connectivity,
collectivity and scalability are key factors that shape inter-organizational and how they
affect supply chain resilience. These mechanisms are driven by information sharing, deci-
sion synchronization, and incentive alignment to strengthen elements of self-organization,
emergence, adaptation, and coevolution by adjusting and improving resilience strategies
and practices [121].

Reporting on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has been receiving greater atten-
tion in the construction industry as an effective tool to communicate social citizenship.
Despite this increasing attention on the role of the construction industry in disaster re-
silience, CSR reporting on resilience issues among construction practitioners remains
relatively unexplored [122].

6. Current Gaps and Future Research Directions

In this section, areas relevant to resilience and supply chain alliance that need greater
attention from scholars are suggested as appropriate for future research programs. Given
all the research, we can answer the question of “How can a supply chain become resilient
through strategic alliances?” in future. Below are our suggestions for future research in
this field:

1. Given that cooperation and connection-making in the supply chain are considered
the most important step to bring the supply chain to a resilient stage [29,123], and
since the concept of alliance derives from cooperation, future research must focus on
improving cooperation, speed of transactions, and integration of the process with
supply chain partners through strategic alliances to attain resilience. Future research
can also study the effects of strategic alliances between suppliers and producers on
the manufacturing process of the final product used by the customers or the services
offered to the customers to increase supply chain resilience. In addition, studying the
strategic alliance between competitors in the supply chain is also valuable; for exam-
ple, creating a strategic alliance through exchanging, sharing, or shared developing of
products, technologies, or services among rivals can improve supply chain resilience.

2. As can be seen in Figure 4, many studies have taken an interdisciplinary approach
and focused on five main areas of operations research and management, management
science, business, industrial engineering, and manufacturing engineering. In future
research, therefore, a more diverse group of fields can be used. For instance, even
though the field of transportation is important for confronting and responding to
disruptions in the supply chain, little research has been done in this area. Future
research could investigate how creating strategic alliances in the supply chain’s sphere
of logistics and transportation can improve resilience. Moreover, to reduce disruptions
in transportation and create better resilience in supply of resources, the design of
effective, efficient, and flexible mechanisms in transportation via creation of strategic
alliances should be researched. Furthermore, some of the fields that are not mentioned
in Figure 4 can be studied in the future. In the field of psychology, for example, future
research can ask how developing strong and effective decision support systems for
supply chain allies can improve resilience when facing untrustworthy suppliers,
an uncertain request, or disruption based on different attitudes such as optimism,
pessimism, or opportunism.
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3. Considering the results of the reference co-citation analysis, five clusters were identi-
fied in literature including “From knowledge concept to value creation”, “Internal
and external relationships”, “Logistics and supply chain performance”, “Intellectual
capital and strategic management”, and “Critical success factors and alliances”; each
could create a certain research potential in the future. Noting the articles in Cluster
1, it can be said that knowledge sharing and creation of values through it is very
important for creating a stable relationship among partners; future research can study
the effect of exchanging knowledge and resources through creation of strategic al-
liances on improving supply chain resilience. Cluster 2 literature can be expanded
by studying how and to what extent internal and external supply chain connections
affect the resiliency of the supply chain. Based on articles in Cluster 3, future work
can focus on creating alliances in the logistical and transportation field to increase
supply chain resilience. Regarding Cluster 4, future research can discuss strategic
suggestions on using intellectual capital to improve resilience and create alliances in
the supply chain. Finally, Cluster 5 articles generally focus on key factors like trust,
control, commitment, and risk in strategic alliances; so, future research can investigate
how to bring about each factor in a strategic alliance and how they improve resilience.

4. Novel technologies to reduce the risk of disruption among supply chain members are
so important that they have recently received an increasing amount of attention in
different industries. Some studies have analyzed using novel technologies to reduce
the risks of supply chain management and create resilient supply chains including
meta-analyses [124] and Blockchain Technology [125]. Despite this, novel technologies
have yet to improve in the field of supply chain resilience. Future research can focus
on discovering how to design effective and resilient mechanisms for quick response
and disruption recovery methods. For example, meta-data analysis can be used to
offer solutions for supply chain allies to confront disruptions or even perhaps foresee
the risk based on data trends. In addition, with increased trust and transparency
among allies in the supply chain, the power and speed of response to disruptions
can be increased with the blockchain technology, and supply chain resilience can
be improved.

5. This article discussed a limited number of keywords in operation management. Given
the complexities of strategic alliances in supply chains and resilience, taking a broader
range of keywords, and stepping beyond operation management, would be a hopeful
step in future studies.

Finally, there were limitations in this study that should be eliminated in future study.
For example, the main data collection came from the WoS database. Scholars can also
expand the database to include more publications from platforms such as Google Scholar or
Scopus. Moreover, in these types of studies, a research team that is capable of a data-based
analysis should be used; finding multi-purpose teams for collaboration on a dynamic
analysis is difficult.

7. Managerial Implications and Overall Recommendation

Nowadays, the most important topic in supply chain management is facing various
risks including operational, systemic, and relational risks. The findings of the present study
show that the highest number of articles has been published in the field of management.
This article tried to offer managers the opportunity to overcome supply chain disruptions
and negative consequences of risks by becoming familiar with the concept and literature of
resilience and create a non-stop flow of products in the entire network. The persistence of
businesses and supply chains is guaranteed through communicating with partners and
even competitors in the light of alliance. Managers can increase the precision, speed, and
strength of dealing with risks and improve their supply chain performance.

Findings of the research in the cluster “From knowledge concept to value creation”:
Managers must not neglect knowledge fields and pay greater attention to knowledge man-
agement in their supply chain management since knowledge management and especially
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knowledge sharing is a key factor for improving interactions among supply chain members
and can lead to greater supply chain resilience. In addition, given the importance of the
knowledge management field in risk management, if knowledge is shared, resilience and
value-making increases. Meanwhile, strategic alliances help the sharing of knowledge
among two or more companies and knowledge sharing happens better in light of strategic
alliances; thus, the two factors have a mutual relationship and by sharing knowledge
between the alliance partners and even competitors, resilience can be strengthened.

Managers can pay attention to the integration of the supply chain to improve resilience
and increase collaboration between suppliers and customers. Since strategic management
is a main area of interest in directing organizations from managers’ point of view and given
the research results, strategic alliances can be noted in expanding entrepreneurial activities,
especially organizational entrepreneurship, and shaping strategic collaboration networks
in light of strategic alliances.

Findings of the research in the cluster “Internal and external relationships”: one of
the main principles of supply chains is relational management. Managers can promote the
operational goals of the supply chain by creating strategic alliances and managing coopera-
tive relationship. Noting the buyer-supplier relationship can especially help promote the
cooperation levels and the intra-organizational cooperation that can bring a good result for
the organization seeking the desired outcome. An axis of supply chain resilience is social
responsiveness. Paying attention to resilience in public service and companies that provide
public service increases social satisfaction and response and improves resilience. In light
of this study, managers can correct their behaviors and pay attention to organizational
behaviors that can improve internal and external connections.

Findings of the research in the cluster “Logistics and supply chain performance”:
Managers can produce higher quality products and confront technological uncertainties
with greater preparation in light of supply chain cooperation and integration. Nonetheless,
considering the issue of specialized supply networks can bring competitive advantages to
the managers. Therefore, managers are advised to expand specialized supply networks and
move in the direction of specialized activities in each of the supply chain sectors. Managers
can use the findings of this study to purify the production processes and better manage
projects, implement these items in design and management of supply chains, and prevent
things like the bullwhip effect from happening by logistical management, coordination,
and integration.

Findings of the research in the cluster “Intellectual capital and strategic management”:
Managers must note social capital as one of the most important factors in supply chain
resilience. This factor, along with topics of learning and management of invisible capital,
can create an appropriate relational capital for leadership and guidance of businesses
in light of the strategic alliance. Given that intellectual capital includes human capital,
structural capital, and relational capital, simultaneous consideration of all three factors
can provide considerable help in creating strategic alliances and resilient networks. Inter-
organizational connections, including the connections between buyers and suppliers that
can count as not only relational capital but also part of intellectual capital, can be exploited
in expanding supply chains and strategically guiding them.

Findings of the research in the cluster “Critical success factors and alliances”: Man-
agers must simultaneously consider factors of trust, risk, and control and arrange better
strategic cooperation. A key element in supply chain collaboration is creating balance
between trust and control; using the findings of this research, managers can make decisions
on the optimal level of trust in collaborations. Conversely, managers can also pay attention
to communicating behaviors to expand new channels in marketing and inter-organizational
cooperation. In the end, managers must consider factors of risk, trust, control, connections,
contracts, marketing, communicating behaviors, long-term relationships, and justice to
improve resilience.
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8. Conclusions

This article attempts to carry out a bibliometric analysis of literature in the field of
strategic alliances and resilience in the supply chain. The paper also offers suggestions for
future research by identifying the current gaps in literature and helps scholars find new
research opportunities and offer some useful practical implications for both academics and
managers. Literature gathered for analysis in this paper has come from the Web of Science
(WoS) database; after a primary analysis, 518 studies were selected from 1995 to 2021. The
rising year-to-year trend in article numbers, country participation in terms of number of
articles and number of citations, journal profiles, studied fields, organizations, authors,
keywords, and citations have been analyzed.

The results show a rapid growth in the rate of publications in recent years. More-
over, China, the United States (US), and the United Kingdom have the highest number
of scientific productions and citations in this field. Furthermore, the highest number of
articles has been published in the “International Journal of Production Economics”, the “Inter-
national Journal of Production Research”, “Supply chain Management—an International Journal”,
“Sustainability”, and “the Journal of Operations Management”.

The top-5 resulted categories from data analysis are “Management”, “Operations
Research & Management Science”, “Business”, “Industrial Engineering”, and “Manufac-
turing Engineering”. In addition, the most influential organization, with 20 publications,
was The Hong Kong Polytechnic University. Furthermore, “Baofeng Huo” and “Zach G
Zacharia” are the most productive researchers in this field.

The top-5 keywords are performance, alliance, management, strategic alliance, and
integration. Additionally, the highest number of local citations was from Petersen et al.
(2005), published in the “Journal of Operations Management”. Finally, Handfield, who was
the most influential author with the highest number of total citations, is a main author of
this article.
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